Headquartered near Zurich, Switzerland, Phonak, a member of the Sonova Group, has developed,
produced and globally distributed state-of-the-art hearing systems and wireless devices for more
than 60 years. The combination of expertise in hearing technology, mastery in acoustics and strong
cooperation with hearing care professionals allows Phonak to significantly improve people’s hearing
ability and speech understanding and therefore their quality of life. Apply now for:

SAP Project Lead
In this position, which is based in Switzerland, you support Sonova Transformations and manage
Projects with high Business- and SAP/ERP content. You architect and lead ERP rollouts or IT
Optimizations with regards to the current Sonova Business Application Landscape and provide
process solutions for new business challenges. As part of these endeavours it is key to drive globally
standardized SAP processes while also staying within the agreed budget, scope and timelines of the
business case.
You also support the continuous improvement of IT-processes, SAP PM Methodology and support
IT Management in the transformation to a full IT service partner with solid IT architecture skills and
agile Project Management experience.
We are looking for a highly self-motivated team player, who has an outstanding business acumen,
high customer focus and a strong service attitude. You are a seasoned SAP expert that has gained
experience in process redesign, SAP integration management or Project Management.
Over the last years you have delivered successful SAP Implementations in the core value Chains
order to cash, Fulfillment or Finance. You have successfully implemented challenging projects while
ensuring process and functional integration from an architectural perspective.
You are experienced in leading culturally diverse project teams as well as in developing and
delivering innovative solutions in Matrix Function across multiple regions. Furthermore, you have
very good presentation / communication skills on both team and executive level.
Experience in the medical industry with FDA/TüV regulations or working with Agile Frameworks
(Scrum, DSDM) is an advantage. Fluency in English (ideally German as well) and your willingness to
travel (approx. 20-40%) complete your profile.
Are you ready for a new challenge? We offer you the opportunity to work in a challenging position
with great potential for personal development within an extraordinary organization. Mr Andreas
Bachmann, Head of HR Switzerland, is looking forward to receiving your online application.
For this vacancy only direct applications can be considered.
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